
KING HAMAD CHAIR FOR INTER-

FAITH DIALOGUE AND PEACEFUL 

COEXISTENCE 



A project in three steps:

The declaration of the Kingdom of Bahrain

The institution of the King Hamad Global Center

The Institution of the Chair in Sapienza University



Aim of the new Academic discipline

Involve new generations in a politic of knowledge and relationship 

between cultures and religions to prevent and fight extremism and 

radicalism.

 Create a group of young researchers in the following fields:

•  History and present-day relationships between religions

•  Religious pluralism, and religious Super-diversity

•  History, life, and practices of religious minorities

• History and transnational and comparative analysis of peace 

among religions: perceptions and representations



Strong responsability for the academic world, to realize 

peace politics and international relations between different 

countries through the History of Religions/Religious Studies



Research and teachings; third mission

● Sapienza Project:

«Negotiating Stories in Cohabitation: Dynamics 
and Narratives of Peace in the Great Empires of the 
Past (from Antiquity to Present Times)»

● Research about religious pluralism in Bahrain

● PhD Research

● Marie Curie Projects



Research and teachings; third mission

Bachelor degree

● Storia delle religioni in the L-42 in Storia, Antropologia, 
Religioni (in Italian)

● History of religions in the L-42 in Global Humanities (in 
English, starting 2020-21)

Master degree

● Religions and peace in the LM-64 in Religions and 
cultures (and other LM in History, in Anthropology etc.)



Research and teachings; third mission

● Summer school  

«Religions and peaceful coexistence» 

- first edition September 2019

- second edition June 2020



Research and teachings; third mission

● Lectures about Interreligious dialogue

- first events Spring 2019

- first series starting Fall 2019

● Lectures and workshops about Antisemitism

- first series Spring 2020



Dissemination and Communication

● Participation to conferences

● Organizations of panels

● Organization of scientific meetings

● Papers

● Reports

● Website

● ...



Polemics



Polemics



Importance of talking about pluralism as a 

complex element forming societies due to 

migrations, globalization and ancient 

historical coexistence of cultures



Importance of building a strong awareness of 

the  existence and respect of plural religions as 

an instrument for peace and democracy since 

the first years of school in every nation



«Ignorance is the enemy of peace»

Heart of the Kingdom of Bahrain Declaration, calling for religious 

tolerance and peaceful coexistence through the entire world 



    Will of King Hamad to preserve the national 

Bahrain’s heritage of religious tolerance and 

historical coexistence of the different religious 

communities: Muslim, Catholic, Orthodox, 

Evangelical, Hindu and Jewish

     

Bahrain as the example of religious tolerance in the 

Arab world; important place showing 

Mediterranean Area as a territory developed 

thanks to the interaction and connections between 

different cultures and religions



Religious Freedom

Concrete opportunity and a duty for those who lead 

the world to construct and spread a global humanism 

based on this idea

«It is the responsability of governments to respect and 

protect equally both religious minorities and 

majorities», hoping that there will be a fruitful 

comparison between countries all over the world, 

based on the idea of religious freedom and pluralism, 

to improve the construction of an advanced idea of 

pacific and positive communication, coexistence and 

cultural exchange»



Importance of the word Integration

Using and going beyond the important but also 

ambiguous concept of Tolerance, it is fundamental to 

remind that millenary cultures cannot be integrated in 

other cultures if it means that they will be cancelled: 

it is the challenge that multicultural societies have to 

face, speaking to everyone without denying different 

identities, but including them in a bigger frame


